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Abstract. Model MACP for HE ver.1. Is a model that describes how to perform measurement and monitoring performance for Higher Education. Based on a review of the research related to the model, there are several parts of the model component to develop in further research, so this research has four main objectives. The first objective is to differentiate the CSF (critical success factor) components in the previous model, the two key KPI (key performance indicators) exploration in the previous model, the three based on the previous objective, the new and more detailed model design. The final goal is the fourth designed prototype application for performance measurement in higher education, based on a new model created. The method used is explorative research method and application design using prototype method. The results of this study are first, forming a more detailed new model for measurement and monitoring of performance in higher education, differentiation and exploration of the Model MACP for HE Ver.1. The second result compiles a dictionary of college performance measurement by re-evaluating the existing indicators. The third result is the design of prototype application of performance measurement in higher education.

1 Introduction

Measurement of performance in every organization or institution is required, both governmental and private institutions. This is because the performance measurement related to the quality of the institution [1]. The quality of an institution that is measured both quantitatively and qualitatively based on supporting information, easy to describe and explain its achievement, will be beneficial to the institution in establishing, managing and monitoring its performance targets and achievement strategies. No exception for higher education institutions should always be consistent in maintaining and improving the quality of graduates.

Various ways taken, one of which measures each performance on the parts of the process that exist in the institution, to then carried out monitoring, evaluation and improvement.

Based on the preliminary literature review, a performance measurement model found that simultaneously monitored performance. The model is Model Measurement and Controlling Performance for Higher Education Ver. 1.0 (MACP for HE Ver. 1.0) [2]. The model shows the existence of input transformation process and output in activities of higher education.

In the model has not shown in detail each of the translation from CSF to KPI. Further exploration for the model is required. In addition, the translation of each KPI need to be revised and adjusted as required. The description of the background is one reason why the study was conduct.

There are four main objectives of this study. First, perform Differentiation and Exploration of CSF components on references research models. The two conduct KPI Exploration on each CSF. Third design a new model that more detail and the last make prototype application of college performance measurement.

2 Experimental Details

The sequence of this research step follows four stages of research, which described as follows:

- Differentiation of CSF components by reviewing the related literature through literature study.
- The exploration of KPI components by literature search. Adjustment process is the next stage to understand the condition of the environment, especially the higher education environment in Indonesia.
- The design of the new model after the Differentiation and Exploration stage is completed. This stage adds and completes the model that becomes the reference model MACP for HE Ver. 1.0, so that model of Version 2 formed. At this stage the first step is to evaluate
the reference model, then modify the old model to produce a new model.

- The prototype design is the final step in this research to get an overview of the application. Prototype method consists of five stages, at this stage presented in this journal only the results of the design or modelling stage in the form of display interface application.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Differentiation of CSF components

At this stage, a review of each component of the CSF (Critical Success Factor) model is modelled base. In this section, CSF produced a new product. CSF defined as all products of research and other useful works and bias directly used in the community. This section includes research products, books, intellectual property rights and more [3]. Some CSF components incorporated in this section, such as CSF information in the input and output areas combined.

3.2 Exploration of KPI components

In this section the translation of each KPI (Key Performance Indicator) becomes more detailed, each KPI is grouped based on three areas namely input area, process area and output area.

All the elaborations in this section plotted on the KPI tables presented after the depiction of the new model presented at the design stage and the creation of a new model. In general, the KPI in this section divided into five parts of KPI namely:

1. KPI derived from CSF Area Input and given the symbol with I-KPI (KPI for Input Area).
2. KPI derived from CSF Process Area. In this section divided into three parts:
   a. KPI derived from CSF Information Flow and symbolized with P-KPI Information (KPI for Process Area Information);
   b. KPI derived from CSF Transformation Process and symbolized with P-KPI Transformation (KPI for Process Area Transformation);
   c. KPI derived from CSF Flow of Funds and given a symbol with P-KPI Flow of Funds (KPI for Process Flow Area Fund)
3. KPI derived from CSF Area Output and symbolized with O-KPI (KPI for Output Area).

3.3 New Model Creation

The old model that became the reference in this study, as shown in Figure 1 MACP Model for HE Ver. 1.0 describes the relationship between input, process and output.

Based on the review and discussion by reviewing some parts of the model then there are some models revision or improvement. The following descriptions and improvements made, as a basis for the creation of new models.

1. The input, process and output reinforced as an effort to separate the areas.
2. Incoming and outgoing information on the model merged into a part of the process area
3. Based on the previous study that is differentiation and exploration, both CSF and KPI there is a new KPI that is CSF product is new part of Area Output.

Based on the previous descriptions, a new model with the name of MACP for HE Ver. 0.2 as shown in Figure 2 below. The model shows that the area for Performance Measurement Model of Higher Education divided into three main areas namely Input Area, Process Area and Output Area.

Information and Financial or fund flows are in the process area and each has a KPI. There are five CSF groups: CSF in Input group / area, CSF group / process area of transformations, CSF group / Information process area, CSF group / financial process area, last CSF Group / output area.
Table 3. KPIs for CSF in the Transformation Process Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>CSF</th>
<th>KPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Procedure Guardian</td>
<td>The level of satisfaction of the leadership of each unit [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Management System</td>
<td>Number of systems available for the management of each unit [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Academics</td>
<td>Presentation of comfort academic atmosphere [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Total student achievement [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Learning objectives</td>
<td>Percentage of learning achievement [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Students Assessment</td>
<td>Average student score [11]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. KPIs for CSFs in the Financial Process Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>CSF</th>
<th>KPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 5. KPI for CSF in Output Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>CSF</th>
<th>KPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Graduate</td>
<td>Length of waiting period, average IPK [10], [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Graduates</td>
<td>Work suitability, [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Number of lecturers’ research, student participation [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Devotion</td>
<td>Total devotion of lecturers, student participation [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Number of commercial products [13]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Prototype Design Results

Based on the results of the application design obtained interface as shown below:

Fig. 3 User Interface Applications
4 Conclusion

After the research steps consisting of four research steps, the Measurement and Controlling Performance for Higher Educations (MACP for HE Ver. 2.0) model has successfully constructed from the previous version of the model. The details of each KPI can be trace further through the performance measurement table presented in this journal.

The prototype application design has been successfully created and presented, but has not been tested or tested thoroughly on prototype results of performance measurement applications in this college.

Further research needs conducting laboratory-scale trials. Research related to this topic that needs to be developed and research is the application of monitoring performance appraisal results and applications to evaluate the performance of universities.
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